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GLOSSARY

FRM

Flood Risk Management
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Flood Relief Scheme
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Office of Public Works

HTML

Hyper Text Markup Language

CSS

Cascading Style Sheets

CMS

Content Management System
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Uniform Resource Locator
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1.
1.1.

INTRODUCTION
PURPOSE

Each Project Website becomes part of the information on the OPW’s National Flooding Portal,
www.floodinfo.ie. The purpose of this specification is to provide a standardised look and feel of all the
Project Websites and to ensure a consistency across a large number of Projects. Standardisation allows
content and individual websites originating from a wide number of sources to be integrated on the main
web portal, or linked from the portal, in a consistent manner. It also provides a degree of familiarity to
both internal and external users of the various OPW websites.

1.2.

SCOPE OF SERVICES

Part 1 of this document outlines the required website pages, which the Project Websites must adhere to,
including but not limited to; structure, format, look-and-feel and content. This part is a mandatory
requirement for all Project Websites.
This Specification must be read in conjunction with the Flood Relief Scheme Engineering Consultancy
Services Project Brief, which contains additional mandatory requirements for the Project Websites. The
Project Websites must be developed for a range of devices, operating systems and browsers and
incorporate best practice Responsive Design and Human Computer Interaction elements.
Part 2 of this document outlines the process of setting up and maintaining Project Websites using a
template website and content management system developed by the OPW’s FRM Data Management
section. It is optional for the Consultant to utilise the OPW developed and hosted template website and
it is the Consultants responsibility to ensure that they have the suitable technical expertise to operate
the system and to update the sample content and structure as required. Only limited guidance and
support will be provided by the OPW and the Consultant will need to have their own expertise to utilise
the system and must ensure themselves that the system is suitable for the Project.
A template website, outlining the structure, format, look-and-feel and content of the Project Website(s)
will be made available on www.floodinfo.ie/projects/templatefrs.
This document does not include information in relation to language requirements, system requirements
or data protection compliance, which are detailed in the Flood Relief Scheme Engineering Consultancy
Services Project Brief.

1.3.

NONNON-COMPLIANCE AND VARIANCES

A Project Website may on occasion need to vary from Part 1 of this Website Template Specification
depending on the nature and complexity of the Project. Situations may also arise where content created
for the Project may not be covered by this Specification. If such situations arise, the Consultant must
inform the Client Representative immediately and request written guidance from the Client in all such
situations.
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If for some reason it is not possible to adhere to this Website Template Specification, the Consultant
creating the Project Website must request in writing a waiver to this Specification. Such waiver request
must define the specific section of the Specification for which the waiver is requested, the reason for the
waiver, the resulting impacts on the Project Website, and any alternative approaches that should be
considered. In certain instances, the Client may grant such requests and will then submit all the conditions
and restrictions in relation to the waiver in writing to the Consultant. A waiver can only be granted when
the Consultant has shown that it is necessary to vary from this specification and that the variation does
not affect the objective for uniform and consistent presentation of flood project information, which is
accessible on OPW’s National Flooding Portal, www.floodinfo.ie.
IMPORTANT NOTE FOR LOCAL AUTHORITIES: If a Local Authority is the Client for the Project then it must
consult with the OPW in relation to any requests from the Consultant for variation from the specification
and will not act unilaterally in this regard.

1.4.

REVISION HISTORY

As changes to this document become necessary and are accepted, this document will be updated
accordingly. A summary of changes will be found in the document control sheet.
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PART 1 - MANDATORY
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2.

MANDATORY WEBSITE ELEMENTS

2.1.
2.1. ACCESSIBILITY, USABILITY AND INCLUSION
The Project Website(s) must be developed to be suitable for a range of devices, operating systems,
browsers and users. The Project Websites must conform to W3C (http://www.w3.org) recommendations
and guidelines to ensure that they incorporate best practice Responsive Design and Human Computer
Interaction elements, and fully integrate Web Accessibility aspects.
This includes but is not limited to:
• Text sizes and font types shall be used to suit the various platforms and eliminate the need to
‘pinch zoom’ on mobile devices while not appearing excessively large in the desktop version, i.e.
include responsive design patterns.
• The structure of the website shall generally be logical and easy to use and follow best practice
Human Computer Interaction principles and as further detailed in this section below.
• Images and info-graphics and video/audio content shall have alternative text to enable web
devices such as screen readers to convey an equivalent or similar content.
• Images shall be optimized for the individual viewing platforms and not be re-scaled for the
individual devices on the fly.
• A neutral colour scheme shall be applied throughout the website following the styling of the
template website on www.floodinfo.ie/projects/templatefrs and sufficiently high contrast
between text and background shall be applied throughout.
• Meta tags shall be used as required and be specific to the individual pages.
• The website shall use a separate style sheet (or sheets) for bespoke styling of individual elements
and not rely on in-line styles to ensure that a consistent style can be applied at a future stage by
incorporating a master style sheet (applicable for externally developed websites only).
• The website shall use a separate script sheet (or sheets) for bespoke code that provides
additional functionality (applicable for externally developed websites only).
• All website code shall have comments for each section of the code and its associated content,
clearly defining the function of each element/section.
2.2. STRUCTURE AND CONTENT
The Project Website structure and Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) shall follow the schema detailed in
Figure 2.1 below, which details the minimum required pages for all Project Websites. The project name
for the URL shall be based on the area, followed by the letters ‘frs’, which stands for ‘flood relief scheme’,
e.g. www.lowerleefrs.ie and is required to be agreed with the Client. The project name for the website
shall be concise and take into consideration any statutory requirements dictating the naming of the
Project, as far as practicable. The website shall have an Irish domain name, ending with ‘.ie’ unless
otherwise agreed with the Client or specified elsewhere in the Flood Relief Scheme Engineering
Consultancy Services Project Brief.
The individual website pages must have a look-and-feel, content, order and structure including but not
limited to the content described in Figures 2.2-2.18 below. Any further pages or elements that may be
required for a specific Project shall follow the same format and additional content shall be located after
the mandatory content, as far as practically possible, to maintain a consistent look-and-feel across the
Project Websites.
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All published logos, images, infographics and main text to be further agreed with the Client. It is vital that
all text content, images and info-graphics are easy to understand for non-technical users. The content of
the Project Website is to be updated and maintained during each Stage of the Project. The publishing of
information and required documents are to be further agreed with the Client for each Stage and to
coincide with ministerial announcements, as required. Images used below are for illustrative purposes
only and a template website demonstrating the various elements will be available on
www.floodinfo.ie/projects/templatefrs. The Project Website shall be compliant with all current data
protection legislation and privacy regulations, including but not limited to the gallery and feedback
sections.
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Figure 2.1
2.1 – Required Pages and Structure
and URLs

Page: Homepage
URL: www.‘projectname’.ie/home

Page: Project Information

Page: News

Page: Gallery

URL: www.‘projectname’.ie
/project-info

URL: www.‘projectname’.ie
/news

URL: www.‘projectname’.ie
/gallery

Page: Contact Us
URL: www.‘projectname’.ie
/resources/contact-us

Page: Timeframe

Page: News Article 1

URL: www.‘projectname’.ie
/project-info/timeframe

URL: www.‘projectname’.ie
/news/item-1

Page: Frequently Asked Questions

Page: Public and Stakeholder
Engagement

Page: News Article 2

URL: www.‘projectname’.ie
/resources/faq

URL: www.‘projectname’.ie
/project-info/public-engagement

URL: www.‘projectname’.ie
/news/item-2

Page: Glossary of Terms
URL: www.‘projectname’.ie
/resources/glossary

Additional Page(s)
Page: Background Information
URL: www.‘projectname’.ie/
project-info/background

Page: Privacy Statement

Page: Environmental Assessment

URL: www.‘projectname’.ie
/privacy

URL: www.‘projectname’.ie
/project-info/environmentalassessment

Important Notes: No spaces in URLs, dashes to be used as described.

Page: Project Documents

The URLs for OPW hosted websites will be e.g. ‘projectname/home’, which is
a relative link.

URL: www.‘projectname’.ie/
project-info/documents

Page: Accessibility Statement
URL: www.‘projectname’.ie
/accessability
Page: Error message /
Unknown Page

Additional Page(s)

URL: www.‘projectname’.ie
/’unknownurl’
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Homepage

Item

Content

-

Header

-

Logos
Dynamic menu bar
Link to Irish website, if
required

-

Main body
(left)

-

Image carousel with key
project images and
photomontages
Project title
Brief project description
Info-graphic with key
project information, as
agreed with the Client
Longer project
description, if required
Steering group member
logos, if required.
Additional information, if
required

-

-

-

Main body
(right)

-

News links filtered by
date, with most recent
news at the top of the
page

-

Footer

-

Consultants contact
details
Copyright notice
Privacy statement link
Accessibility statement
link

Figure 2.2
2.2 - Homepage - Layout and Content
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Project Information Page

Item

Content

-

Header

-

-

Main body

Links to sub-pages:
- Timeframe
- Public and Stakeholder
Engagement
- Background Information
- Environmental
Assessment
- Project Documents

-

Footer

-

Figure 2.3
2.3 - Project Information - Layout and Content
8

Logos
Dynamic menu bar
Link to Irish website, if
required

Consultants contact
details
Copyright notice
Privacy statement link
Accessibility statement
link
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Timeframe Page

Item

Content

-

Header

-

Logos
Dynamic menu bar
Link to Irish website, if
required

-

Main body

-

Project timeframe,
current stage highlighted
Brief stage descriptions
Additional information, if
required

-

-

Footer

-

Figure 2.4
2.4 - Timeframe - Layout and Content
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Consultants contact
details
Copyright notice
Privacy statement link
Accessibility statement
link
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Public and Stakeholder Engagement Page

Item

Content

-

Header

-

Logos
Dynamic menu bar
Link to Irish website, if
required

-

Main body

-

Brief Public and
Stakeholder engagement
strategy
Consultation dates incl.
future consultation days
outlined and the current
stage highlighted
Brief description of
consultation days,
including links to related
news articles and
documents
Additional information, if
required

-

-

-

-

Footer

-

Figure 2.5
2.5 – Public and Stakeholder Engagement - Layout and Content
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Consultants contact
details
Copyright notice
Privacy statement link
Accessibility statement
link
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Background Information Page

Item

Content

-

Header

-

Logos
Dynamic menu bar
Link to Irish website, if required

-

Main
body

-

-

Brief background to the scheme
Link to floodinfo.ie,
www.floodinfo.ie/floodplans/?X=x&Y=y&Z=z
where x = x-coordinate, y = ycoordinate in Irish Transverse
Mercator (EPSG:2157) and z = zoom
level, typically in the range 12-20 for
the specific area
Additional information, if required

-

Consultants contact details
Copyright notice
Privacy statement link
Accessibility statement link

-

Footer

Figure 2.6 – Background Information - Layout and Content
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Environmental Assessment Page

Item

Content

-

Header

-

Logos
Dynamic menu bar
Link to Irish website, if required

-

Main body

-

Brief Environmental Assessment
strategy statement
Links to environmental
documents and reports,
grouped into natural categories
using statutory name and
terminologies
Links to Ministerial Conditions (if
any) as part of Confirmation
Order vis-à-vis environmental
conditions
Additional information, if
required

-

-

-

-

Footer

Figure 2.7 – Environmental Assessment - Layout and Content
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Consultants contact details
Copyright notice
Privacy statement link
Accessibility statement link
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Project Documents Page: ‘Documents’ Tab

Item

Content

-

Header

-

Logos
Dynamic menu bar
Link to Irish website, if required

-

Main body
(documents
tab)

-

Links to reports, updates and
documents, grouped into
natural categories using
statutory name and
terminologies
Additional information, if
required

-

-

Footer

Figure 2.8 – Project Documents – ‘Documents' Tab Layout and Content
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-

Consultants contact details
Copyright notice
Privacy statement link
Accessibility statement link
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Project Documents Page: ‘Public Exhibition Map’ Tab

Item

Content

-

Header

-

Logos
Dynamic menu bar
Link to Irish website, if required

-

Main body
(public
exhibition
map tab)

-

User instructions for the map
element, as required
Map and key plan of the project
area to be intuitive and follow
best practice guidelines
Suite of exhibition drawings,
photomontages etc. linked to
each key plan, grouped in a
logical and consistent order.
Direction and location of photos
and photomontages to be made
clear on the maps and drawings
Drawings are to be linked
directly to the map element as a
minimum. An interactive map to
be provided for larger or more
complex Projects, to be agreed
with the Client.
Additional information, if
required

-

-

-

-

-

-

Footer

Figure 2.9 – Project Documents: ‘Public
‘Public Exhibition Map’
Map’ Tab Layout and Content
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Consultants contact details
Copyright notice
Privacy statement link
Accessibility statement link
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Project Documents Page: ‘Project Area’ Tab

Item

Content

-

Header

-

-

Main body
(project area
tab)
-

-

Footer

Figure 2.10 – Project Documents: ‘Project
‘Project Area’ Tab Layout and Content
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-

Logos
Dynamic menu bar
Link to Irish website, if required
Brief description of the Project
Area
Map clearly outlining the Project
Area
Additional information, if
required
Consultants contact details
Copyright notice
Privacy statement link
Accessibility statement link
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News Page

Item

Content

-

Header

-

Logos
Dynamic menu bar
Link to Irish website, if required

-

Main body

-

Image relevant to the news item
Links to individual news articles,
pages or documents, including
project newsletters
date and short news article
description
Articles filtered by date, with
most recent article(s) at the top
of the page
News items to be co-ordinated
with ministerial
announcements, as required

-

-

-

Figure 2.11 – News - Layout and Content
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Footer

-

Consultants contact details
Copyright notice
Privacy statement link
Accessibility statement link
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Gallery Page

Item

Content

-

Header

-

Logos
Dynamic menu bar
Link to Irish website, if required

-

Main body

-

Instructions for use of the
gallery, if any
Images grouped by event with
most recent event(s) at the top
of the page
Date and short description tag
for each image
Include type of file in the
description, e.g. image,
photomontage etc.
Images to be enlarged by
clicking and allow scrolling
through the image archive in
the enlarged mode

-

-

-

-

Figure 2.12 – Gallery - Layout and Content
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Footer

-

Consultants contact details
Copyright notice
Privacy statement link
Accessibility statement link
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Contact Us Page

Figure 2.13 – Contact Us - Layout and Content
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Item

Content

-

Header

-

Logos
Dynamic menu bar
Link to Irish website, if required

-

Main body

-

Consultants large logo
Consultants contact details

-

Footer

-

Consultants contact details
Copyright notice
Privacy statement link
Accessibility statement link
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Frequently Asked Questions Page

Item

Content

-

Header

-

Logos
Dynamic menu bar
Link to Irish website, if required

-

Main body

-

Frequently asked questions and
answers grouped into logical
categories

-

Footer

-

Consultants contact details
Copyright notice
Privacy statement link
Accessibility statement link

Figure 2.14 – Frequently Asked Questions - Layout and Content
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Glossary of Terms Page

Item

Content

-

Header

-

Logos
Dynamic menu bar
Link to Irish website, if required

-

Main body

-

Glossary of terms listed in
alphabetical order
Glossary on www.floodinfo.ie to
be used and expanded as
required

-

Consultants contact details
Copyright notice
Privacy statement link
Accessibility statement link

-

Figure 2.15 – Glossary of Terms - Layout and Content
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Privacy Statement Page

Privacy Statement

Item

Content

-

Header

-

Logos
Dynamic menu bar
Link to Irish website, if required

-

Main body

-

Privacy Statement, compliant
with current data protection
regulations.

-

Footer

-

Consultants contact details
Copyright notice
Privacy statement link
Accessibility statement link

Figure 2.16 – Privacy Statement - Layout and Content
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Accessibility Statement Page

Accessibility Statement

Item

Content

-

Header

-

Logos
Dynamic menu bar
Link to Irish website, if required

-

Main body

-

Accessibility Statement,
including but not limited to a
description of the website
design, usability and access, and
options for user customization.

-

Footer

-

Consultants contact details
Copyright notice
Privacy statement link
Accessibility statement link

Figure 2.17 – Accessibility Statement - Layout and Content
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Error Message Page

404 Page not found

Item

Content

-

Header

-

Logos
Dynamic menu bar
Link to Irish website, if required

-

Main body

-

-

Relevant error code and brief
description of the error
Brief apology for the
experienced problem
Return link to the homepage

-

Consultants contact details
Copyright notice
Privacy statement link
Accessibility statement link

-

We are sorry but the page you were looking
for could not be found
Return to the Homepage

Figure 2.18 – Error Message - Layout and Content
Content
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3.
3.1.

WEBSITE TEMPLATE CONTENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
SYSTEM INTRODUCTION

The OPW’s Flood Risk Management Data Management section has developed a template website of the
FRS Project Website, as described in PART 1, incorporating a Content Management System. This system
will be available (but not mandatory) for the Consultant to use and access will be given by the Client,
either the OPW directly or via a Local Authority, on request. The system will be hosted by the OPW on
external secure servers with user restrictions in terms of accessing and editing of the content, as set up
by the OPW.
It will be the responsibility of the Consultant to edit, review and publish the website content, add/remove
items as required from the template structure, and ensure that they have the necessary expertise to use
this system. Only limited guidance and support will be provided by the OPW and the Consultant will need
to have their own expertise to utilise the system and ensure that it is suitable for the Project.
The OPW developed website utilises the Django Content Management System (CMS), a free and open
source content management system platform for publishing content on the web, based on the Django
web framework. The CMS is backed by Divio and utilised by both private companies and public sector
organisations across the world. The CMS system further utilities the Bootstrap Framework for responsive
design. Further information and guidance available on https://www.django-cms.org/en/ and
https://getbootstrap.com/.
Django CMS offers content editors with a lesser degree of web development experience the capability to
alter the appearance and content of standard web pages in a relatively easy way, once the required base
templates have been set up. Content editing can, similarly to other CMS e.g. WordPress, be performed
directly from the web page itself by double clicking on the relevant placeholder, e.g. a text section. The
structure of a webpage can also be altered in the system where existing elements can be copied and
pasted or moved around in the tree structure. Experienced users can also provide customisation of
elements, similarly to standard websites, by using standard HTML tags or bootstrap tags. New pages can
also be set up by using the various pre-created templates, or bespoke items can be included as required.
Customisation is allowed in certain instances with the prior permission of the Client and as long as PART
1 of this document is adhered to.
Content editors will be set up on the system by the OPW. Generally, two levels of user groups will be
provided, one user group that can edit the content and one user group that can edit the content and
publish the changes to the external website.

3.2.

PAGE SETUP AND CONTENT EDITING

A Project Website will consist of a number of individually linked web pages. The individual web pages will
generally consist of a number of elements; a static section that includes the menu bar, a body section
that contains dynamic content (i.e. the main text, images and links etc.) and a static footer section
including static links and contact details. See PART 1 above for further details of the mandatory structure,
required items and styling.
Content editing can take place from the front-end by double clicking on an editable placeholder on the
website, e.g. a text section. The structure of the individual webpages is managed in the structure mode,
where the various elements of a webpage are outlined in a tree structure. Edits to existing content can
also be made directly from the structure mode.
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Content editing will be performed according to a three step procedure; edit, review and publish.
Amendments to the website will in the first instance be made to an internal version of the website, only
visible to those set up as content editors. These edits, once reviewed and approved, must be published
for the changes to take effect on the externally visible version of the website.
It is also important to ensure that all uploaded images and documents are stored in a logical and
consistent order within the specific project folder for the Project.
3.2.1.

PAGE CONTENT – FRONTFRONT-END EDITING

Once an individual user has been set up on the system, they can edit the content of any existing web
pages directly from the web page itself according to their user permissions, so called front-end editing.
FrontFront-end editing
editing procedure:
procedure:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Identify the project website and login
Identify the editable content on the page
Double click the editable content to open the editing dialogue box
Make the required changes in the editing dialogue box(es)
Save the changes, which are now saved to the internal website
Review the changes and publish to the external website

When hovering the cursor over editable content, e.g. text, images or links, a tooltip will appear informing
the user that it can be edited, as can be seen outlined in red in Figure 3.1 below.

Figure 3.1
3.1 – Content Editing
Editing by Double Clicking
Text Edit - Double clicking on a passage of editable text opens a text editing dialogue box, as can be seen
outlined in red in Figure 3.2 below.
26
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Figure 3.2
3.2 – Text Editing Dialogue Box
In the case of text editing, this is similar to common text editors, e.g. Microsoft Word, where in the
dialogue box, text can be edited and styled using the menu items. Once the user wishes to apply the
changes, they click the ‘Save’ button and the new content will now be visible on the internal webpage.
Image Edit
Edit - Double clicking on an editable image opens an image editing dialogue box, as can be seen
outlined in red in the Figure 3.3 below.
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Figure 3.3
3.3 – Image Editing Dialogue Box
To select a new image, click the ‘Pencil’ button outlined above in green, which will open a second dialogue
box, see Figure 3.4 below.

Figure 3.4
3.4 – Select Image Dialogue Box
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In the second dialogue box, choose an image from a list of previously uploaded images by pressing the
‘Arrow’ button to the side of the image, outlined in blue, to select it and return to the previous dialogue
box. You may also choose to upload a new image from your local network and/or drive to your project
folder by pressing the ‘Upload Files’ button, outlined in red above.
When selecting and uploading images, make sure to operate within the project folder specific to this
Project by clicking on the ‘Folder’ button, outlined in green above, navigate to the specific project folder
and select the relevant image sub-folder.
Once an image has been selected, add an alternative text in the first dialogue box, Figure 3.3 above,
which will be used by e.g. screen readers or if the image for some reason does not render by the internet
browser. Finish by clicking the ‘Save’ button and the new image will be displayed on the internal webpage.
WebWeb-links Edit – Links are generally embedded within a text section.
When using the ‘Link’ plugin, double clicking on an editable link opens a text editing dialogue box, as can
be seen outlined in red in the Figure 3.5 below.

Figure 3.5
3.5 – Text Editing Dialogue Box:
Box: ‘Link’ Plugin
A single click on a specific link to be edited in this dialogue box, outlined in green above, will open a
further link editing dialogue box shown outlined in red in Figure 3.6 below.
29
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Firstly, select the ‘Display Name’, which will be the link name seen on the Project Website.

Figure 3.6
3.6 – Link Editing Dialogue Box:
Box: ‘Link’ Plugin
For links to external webpages, add a new ‘External Link’ location, e.g. www.opw.ie to link to the OPW
main website. For links to internal webpages, ensure that the ‘External Link’ location field is empty and
select the desired location from the two ‘Internal Link’ location boxes.
Once the link editing dialogue box has been completed, press ‘OK’ to return to the text editing dialogue.
Click on another link to edit, if required, or click the ‘Save’ button and the link(s) will be updated on the
internal webpage.
FileFile-links Edit
Edit
When using the ‘File’ plugin, double clicking on an editable link opens a text editing dialogue box, as can
be seen outlined in red in the Figure 3.7 below.
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Figure 3.7 – Text Editing Dialogue Box:
Box: ‘File’ Plugin
A single click on a specific link to be edited in this dialogue box, outlined in green above, will open a
further link editing dialogue box shown outlined in red in Figure 3.8 below.

Figure 3.8 – Link Editing Dialogue Box:
Box: ‘File’ Plugin
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Firstly, select the ‘Name’, which will be the link name seen on the Project Website. To select a new file,
click the ‘Pencil’ button in the ‘FILE’ section, which will open a new dialogue box. The process to select a
new file replicates that of selecting a new image, as described above.
Once the link editing dialogue box has been completed, press ‘OK’ to return to the text editing dialogue.
Click on another link to edit, if required, or click the ‘Save’ button and the link(s) will be updated on the
internal webpage.
Composite Item Edit - Some items, such as the Image Carousel and News Items, will contain images, text
and links, which should be edited separately, following the guidelines for each type above.
3.2.2.

PAGE CONTENT – BACKBACK-END EDITING

Once an individual user has been set up on the system, they can edit the content of any existing web
pages from the content tree structure itself according to their user permissions, so called back-end
editing.
BackBack-end editing procedure:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Identify the project website and login
Go to the specific page and turn on structure mode
Identify the content container to edit within the tree structure
Click the ‘Pencil’ button beside the container name to open the editing dialogue box
Make the required changes in the editing dialogue box(es)
Save the changes, which are now saved to the internal website
Review the changes and publish to the external website

The structure mode tab can be seen in Figure 3.9 below, and is turned on and off by pressing the button
outlined below in green.

Figure 3.9 – Structure Mode Turned
Turned On
The top-level elements, e.g. ‘Carousel’ and ‘Style’ in Figure 3.9 above, are so called plug-ins that act as a
container for the individual elements that make up the plug-in or composite web element. The plug-ins
have certain characteristics, e.g. the carousel plug-in slides images in a slide show, sometimes with text
elements attributed to each image.
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To locate a specific element on the webpage, hold down the shift key on the keyboard and hover over
the carousel element in the structure tab, which will highlight the relevant section on the webpage, as
outlined in blue above. It is also possible, with the shift key pressed, to hover over a section of the
webpage to identify the relevant plug-in, or element of a plugin in the structure view.
Each plug-in and its elements can be edited by clicking the ‘Pencil’ button next to them, which will open
an editing dialogue box. The editing of elements through dialogue boxes follows the same methods as
the front-end editing. On account that the structure elements are also visible in the structure mode, it is
more complex to identify the correct item to edit through the structure mode and this mode should only
be used by experienced editors. The structure mode will allow for additional settings of plug-ins and
elements to be customised but as this is not required, it will not be dealt with in this document, and users
are referenced to the source documentation on http://docs.django-cms.org in this regard.

3.3.

STRUCTURE EDITING

Once an individual user has been set up on the system, they can also edit the structure of any existing
web pages from the content tree structure itself, according to their user permissions.
In addition to editing elements, as described above, sections and elements can be created, copied, moved
or deleted by using the structure tab.
3.3.1.

COPY AND AMEND EXISTING BASIC ITEMS

Text Item – A text container is generally set up using a parent plug-in container called a ‘Style’ element.
Single Text Container - A single text container that stretches across the full webpage, see Figure 3.10
below, contains a minimum of one row and one column, which has a text element located within it.
The Django CMS utilizes the Bootstrap Framework for responsive design, dividing a page horizontally into
12 equal elements and vertically into rows. One single column text container should therefore be of size
12 to stretch across a full page, and multiple columns in a single row should not exceed 12 in total, see
further https://getbootstrap.com/docs/4.0/layout/grid/ for responsive design guidelines for various
screen sizes and break points.

Figure 3.10 – One Text Container: Single Column,
Column, Single Row
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Two Text Containers - To copy an entire Text Container, open the menu to the side of the container, i.e.
‘Style’ element level and select ‘Copy’, as outlined in blue in Figure 3.11 below. Paste the Text Container
into the parent container called Main Content, outlined in red below. This additional Text Container can
now be moved to an entirely different location on the webpage, as it is independent of the first Text
Container.

Figure 3.11 – Two Text Containers: Single Column, Single Row
Two Text Sections - To instead create an additional text section within an existing Text Container, copy an
entire ‘Row’ element, outlined in blue in Figure 3.12 below, and paste it into the parent Text Container,
outlined in red. This additional ‘Row’ appears similar to Figure 3.11 above but can only freely be moved
to a different location within the parent Text Container without the risk of causing unexpected formatting
issues.
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Figure 3.12 – One Text Container: Single Column, Two Rows
Two Text Columns - To instead create an additional text column, copy the existing ‘Column’ element, as
outlined in blue in Figure 3.13 below, and paste it into the parent ‘Row’ element, as outlined in red.

Figure 3.13 – One Text Container: Two Columns (each
(each size 12), Single Row
These two columns do not display correctly at the start, i.e. side by side, as together they exceed the total
allowed column width of 12. Both columns need to be edited to e.g. a width of 6 each, see Figure 3.14
below, to display correctly.
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Figure 3.14 – One Text Container: Two Columns (each size 6),
6), Single Row
Image Item – An image container is, similarly to text items, generally set up using a parent plug-in
container called a ‘Style’ element.
Single
Single Image Container - A single image container that stretches across the full webpage, see Figure 3.15
below, can be provided by utilising the image plug-in within the parent ‘Style’ element.

Figure 3.15 – One Single Image Container
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Multiple Image Containers – To create two independent, inter-dependent or side by side image containers,
a similar approach to the text-item should be applied, using a row with multiple columns and replacing
the ‘text item(s)’ with ‘image item(s)’.
Link Item – A link container is, similarly to text items, generally set up using a parent plug-in container
called a ‘Style’ element.
A single link container that stretches across the full webpage, see Figure 3.16 below, has a ‘Text’ element
located within it, where the links are located. The Link container, here a ‘File’ element (plugin) located
within the ‘Text’ element, cannot be edited outside of its parent container, hence the padlock to its side.

Figure 3.16 – Link Container
To create a new file link, open the ‘Text’ element dialogue box by pressing the ‘Pencil’ button located
beside it, outlined in red in Figure 3.17 below.

Figure 3.17 – Links in Text Container
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Write the name of the new link in the desired position in the text box and while the text is highlighted,
select the ‘File’ or ‘Link’ plugin from the CMS Plugins menu, outlined in blue in Figure 3.18 below.

Figure 3.18 – Link/Button Plugin
Click on the newly created link and populate the link dialogue box as per section 3.2 above.
Multiple Link Containers – To create two independent, inter-dependent or side by side link containers, a
similar approach to the text-item should be applied, using a row with multiple columns.
Tab Item – A tab container is, similarly to text items, generally set up using a parent plug-in container
called a ‘Style’ element.
The tab container ensures that the individual ‘Tab item’ elements are displayed horizontally and their
style and appearance can be set by editing the parent ‘Tab’ element. Each tab container has a ‘Tab item’
element for each tab section, as outlined in blue in Figure 3.19 below, where three tab items have been
created.

Figure 3.19 – Tab Items
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To create a new tab item, copy an existing ‘Tab item’ element, outlined blue in Figure 3.20 below, and
paste it into the parent ‘Tab’ element, outlined in red.

Figure 3.20 – Copy Tab Items
The name of the ‘Tab item’, outlined in green above, can be edited by clicking the ‘Pencil’ button beside
the item, also outlined in green above. In the next dialogue box, change the ‘TAB TITLE’ box to the desired
tab name and press ‘Save’. The actual content of the tab itself can be edited as per section 3.2 and 3.3
above.
3.3.2.

COPY AND AMEND
AMEND EXISTING COMPOSITE ITEMS

News Item - Figure 3.21 below displays a sample ‘News’ webpage with a number of ‘News Items’, the
most recent item outlined in blue.

Figure 3.21 – Sample News Page
A single ‘News Item’, e.g. ‘News Item no. 3’ in Figure 3.21 above, is here composed of one plug-in
container, called a ‘Style’ element. If expanded, it can be seen that each ‘News Item’ contains one ‘Row’
element and two ‘Column’ elements, see Figure 3.22 below, which in turn contains the image and text
content.
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Figure 3.22 – Sample News Item
The first ‘Column’ element holds an image, displayed to the left on the webpage, and the second ‘Column’
element holds the text and link, displayed to the right on the webpage. The last ‘Text’ element simply
contains a horizontal line to separate the news items.
To copy an entire ‘News Item’, open the menu to the side of the item and select ‘Copy’, as outlined in
blue in Figure 3.23 below. Paste the ‘News’ item into the parent container, outlined in red. The content
of the additional ‘News Item’ can now be edited as described in section 3.2 or 3.3 above. Its position
within the structure can be altered by dragging the ‘News Item’ to a different location within the parent
container.

Figure 3.23 – Copy News Item
Carousel Item – The carousel item consists of a number of slides with corresponding image text, three in
the example outlined in blue in Figure 3.24 below.
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Figure 3.24 – Sample Carousel Item
To copy an entire slide, open the menu to the side of the slide and select ‘Copy’, as outlined in blue in
Figure 3.25 below. Paste the slide item into the parent container, outlined in red. The content of the
additional slide can now be edited as described in section 3.2 or 3.3 above, i.e. change image and edit
the panel text. Its position within the structure can be altered by dragging the slide item to a different
location within the ‘Carousel’ element.

Figure 3.25 – Copy Carousel Item

Gallery Item – The gallery item consist of a plug-in that displays all images located within a specific folder,
see Figure 3.26 below. To create a new gallery section, copy the ‘Style’ element, outlined in blue below
and paste it into the parent container outlined in red. Rename the gallery heading and redirect to a
different image folder by clicking the ‘X’ button, outlined in green below, followed by ‘Add Folder’. Locate
the new image folder and click ‘Save’.
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Figure 3.26 – Copy Gallery Item
3.3.3.

EDIT AND MOVE EXISTING ITEMS

The content of the additional items can be freely dragged around within the parent element inside the
structure mode. When moving the elements, it is important to keep each element within its parent
element, as moving them outside the parent element is likely to cause unexpected formatting issues on
the website.
Newly created items can be edited as described in section 3.2 or 3.3 above.
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4.

SITE ADMINISTRATION

The site administration interface can be accessed through the top menu, which will appear when a user
has logged in, see Figure 4.1 below.

Figure 4.1 – Site Administration Log In

4.1.

DOCUMENT / MEDIA LIBRARY STRUCTURE

The ‘Folders’ section can be accessed from the ‘Site Administration’ interface. All files such as documents
and images that feature on the website shall be uploaded and stored in a project specific repository. Each
website has its own project directory with a number of sub-folders set up, and users can create additional
folders to suit their needs. Figure 4.2 below shows the file library interface and the top-level folder
structure for the corresponding web pages and core information.

00_core
01_home
02_project_info
03_news
04_gallery

Figure 4.2 – File Library Interface:
Interface: Top Level Directory
File and folder names shall be concise and meaningful and contain no spaces or special characters in the
file name, except the underscore character (_). A number of sub-folders shall be required, with a
minimum as detailed in Figure 4.3-4.5 below. The full file path, i.e. all parent folders together with the
filename shall together not exceed 200 characters.
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01_time
02_public_engagement
03_background
04_environmental
05_documents

Figure 4.3 – Project Information Page SubSub-folders

news_1
news_2
news_3

Figure 4.4 – News Page SubSub-folders

group_1
group_2
group_3

Figure 4.5 – Gallery Page SubSub-folders
Files can also be uploaded from this interface by selecting the appropriate folder and pressing the ‘Upload
Files’ button. Permissions can also be set for the documents by pressing the ‘Pencil’ button to the side.

4.2.

PAGE TREE

The ‘Page Tree’ section, see Figure 4.6 below, can be accessed from the ‘Site Administration’ interface by
selecting the ‘pages’ option.
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Figure 4.6 – Page Tree Interface
From this interface, it can be seen if edits have been made to a page, and pages can be turned on/off for
viewing. It can also be selected if a page shall be visible from the top menu bar by ticking or unticking the
page in the menu column.

4.3.

NEW PAGE SET UP

New pages can be set up in the ‘Page Tree’ section, see Figure 4.6 above. To add a new page to, for
example, the Resources Page level, press the ‘+’ symbol beside the Project Information page, which will
lead to a dialogue box, see Figure 4.7 below.

Figure 4.7 – New Page Dialogue Box
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Add the page information, including title, meta description and url (i.e. SLUG field) and press ‘Save’ and
the page will appear in the tree structure. To set a template to use as a base for the new page, press the
‘Pencil’ button and press the ‘advanced settings’ button at the bottom of the page, which will lead to
another dialogue box, see Figure 4.8 below. Here, a page template, if existing, can be selected and the
default URL set.

Figure 4.8 – New Page Advanced Options
A new page can also be created by copying an existing page and paste it into the page tree by using the
menu button to the far right side of each page. Once a new page has been set up, it can be published,
copied or deleted form the page tree interface. New pages can also be edited to display relevant content
as described in section 3.2 and 3.3 above.

4.4.

USER PERMISSIONS

Content editors will be set up on the system by the OPW. Generally, two levels of user groups will be
provided, one user group that can edit the content and one user group that can edit the content and
publish the changes to the external website.

4.5.

PUBLISHING OF PAGE EDITS

Users that have been given the appropriate permissions can control the visibility of webpages. If a page
is published it becomes visible to the public, but if it is unpublished it is only visible to those registered
on the system with the appropriate permissions.
The status of individual pages can be seen in the Page Tree structure, see Figure 4.9 below.
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Figure 4.9 – Page Edits / Publishing
From this interface, it can be seen if edits have been made to a page, and pages can be turned on/off for
viewing. The following colour scheme applies:
A green circle - indicates that the most recent edits to this page are published.
A blue circle - indicates that there are unpublished changes to this page.
A grey circle - indicates that the page is currently not published.
A white circle - indicates that this page has no content.
Each language column, i.e. ‘en’ and ‘ga’ in this example, has its own settings for publishing. As can be
seen in Figure 4.9 above, edits can be previewed, published or unpublished from this view by clicking the
appropriate circle and selecting option from the pop-up menu.

4.6.

LANGUAGE SET UP

Project Websites will be required to comply with the language requirements as described in the Flood
Relief Scheme Engineering Consultancy Services Project Brief. A sample copy of the website will be
provided for the English and Irish version of the Project Website but both copies will contain sample text
and headings in English only.
It shall be the responsibility of the Consultant to ensure that an Irish version of the website is maintained
and updated at the same time as the English version. It shall be the responsibility of the Consultant to
ensure that text and templates are translated and updated to Irish, unless otherwise agreed with the
Client or specified elsewhere in the Flood Relief Scheme Engineering Consultancy Services Project Brief.
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